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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
laminating disc-shaped substrates, more particularly to
such a method of integrally laminating two disc-shaped
substrates using an adhesive sheet, and more specifi-
cally to such a method for laminating both the two
disc-shaped substrates together as a unit.
[0002] In recent years, computers, especially personal
computers have remarkably popularized on one hand,
the capacity of storage mediums to be used therein, es-
pecially, the capacity of a storage disc has been highly
densified more and more and types thereof have been
also increased accompanied thereby on the other hand.
[0003] There are a magnetic disc-shaped, an optical
disc (e.g., CD-ROM), an optical disc (e.g., MO), etc. as
the storage disc. Among others, the demand for the op-
tical disc has been increased recently.
[0004] Take, for example, an optical disc so called
"DVD", a disc-shaped substrate in the form of single plate
which constitutes it is standardized as a thickness of
0.6mm, an outer diameter of 120mm, and an inner diam-
eter 15mm in its central hole.
[0005] Since such a thin disc-shaped substrate formed
of a single plate is low in mechanical strength and is easily
deformable, and in view of storage capacity, the
disc-shaped substrates each of the same thickness (0.6
mm) are bonded onto each other to form an integrated
substrate in a practical use thereof.
[0006] Such a high density storage disc-shaped (i.e. a
DVD) is generally used as a ply-plate structure as set
forth above, but is not used as a single plate. In such a
case, it is necessary that both the upper and lower
disc-shaped substrates to be bonded onto each other.
[0007] For manufacturing an integrated optical disc by
bonding two single plates, there is provided a method of
integrally laminating the two single plates by use of an
adhesive agent.
[0008] According to such method, UV cured resin as
the adhesive agent is coated to the lower disc-shaped
substrate in the form of a doughnut, with the upper
disc-shaped substrate being placed thereupon to rotate
both the disc-shaped substrates to thereby develop or
draw the UV cured resin.
[0009] After such development or orientation, irradia-
tion of UV is applied to cure UV cured resin interposed
between both the disc-shaped substrates together as a
unit.
[0010] However, such method relies on development
or orientation by means of rotation so that, not only UV
cured resin may be scattered outwardly to have the pe-
riphery thereof dirty or contaminated but also the resin
may be dispersed to lessen effective usage to afford a
lesser yield rate of UV cured resin.
[0011] A step or the like of irradiating UV for curing the
adhesive agent is required to thus increase manufactur-
ing processes thus increasing manufacturing cost.
[0012] Under such circumstances, a new laminating

method with use of the adhesive agent, which requires
no development or orientation process of the adhesive
agent.
[0013] According to a new and useful method, an ad-
hesive sheet member is employed instead of UV cured
resin (adhesive agent).
[0014] More specifically, this is such a method that the
adhesive agent as an adhesive sheet member is bonded
to the lower disc-shaped substrate, with the upper
disc-shaped substrate being overlaid thereon, and that
these disc-shaped substrates are pressurized by a press-
ing body from above to integrate them as a unit.
[0015] EP-A-0 854 477 discloses a method according
to the preamble of claim 1.
[0016] Notwithstanding, due to the fact that the adhe-
sive agent tends to instantaneously adhere to both the
disc-shaped substrates, air bubbles are readily entered
between the adhesive agent and the disc-shaped sub-
strates when the adhesive sheet is pressed against the
surface of the lower disc-shaped substrate. This is the
also the case where the upper disc-shaped substrate is
laid on the lower disc-shaped substrate to which are ad-
hesive agent adheres. As a result, the optical disc with
air bubbles may be inevitably manufactured to thus im-
pede or deteriorate the quality.
[0017] It is the aim of the present application to improve
the method according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0018] This aim is achieved in that the pressure of the
high-pressure atmosphere in step 4) is made larger than
the hold down pressure in the step 1) and the hold down
pressure in the step 3).
[0019] According to a preferred embodiment of the
method, an adhesive sheet with the adhesive agent ap-
plied thereto is pressed against the disc-shaped sub-
strates from one end to the other end in a step of bonding
the adhesive agent to the surface of the lower
disc-shaped substrate in such a manner that the adhe-
sive-backed sheet is pressed against the substrate.
[0020] Finally, preferably the pressing body is so held
against the upper disc-shaped substrate as to magnify a
contact portion from the center side to the outside in a
step of pressing the upper disc-shaped substrate against
the lower disc-shaped substrate by means of a pressing
body in a state whereas the pressing body is held against
in such a manner that a contact portion may be magnified
from the center side to the outside.

Fig. 1 is a view showing how to bond an adhesive
agent (in the initial state);
Fig. 2 is a view showing how to bond an adhesive
agent (when positioned);
Fig. 3 is a view showing how to bond an adhesive
agent (when a pressure roller is held down);
Fig. 4 is a view showing how to bond an adhesive
agent (when a release member provides traversal
movement);
Fig. 5 is a view shows each of stations where the
disc-shaped substrates are successively moved and
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placed;
Fig. 6 is a view showing a condition under which the
upper disc-shaped substrate sets above the lower
disc-shaped substrate;
Fig. 7 is a view showing a step where the upper
disc-shaped-substrate against the lower
disc-shaped substrate by means of the pressing
body;
Fig. 8 is a schematic view showing the substrates
exposed to or subject to a high-pressure atmosphere
provided by means a high-pressure container;
Fig. 9A is a representation of air bubbles present
between the both disc-shaped between before hav-
ing the container high-pressure atmospheric;
Fig. 9B is a representation of air bubbles present
between the both disc-shaped between after having
the container high-pressure atmospheric;
Fig. 10A is a sectional view of the lower disc-shaped
substrate the surface of which adhesive agent is ap-
plied to;
Fig. 10B is a side view of the lower disc-shaped sub-
strate the surface of which adhesive agent is applied
to;
Fig. 11 is a representation after laminated; and
Fig. 12 is a view showing relation between the press-
ing body and the upper disc-shaped abstract before
and after having the container high-pressure atmos-
pheric.

[0021] A method of laminating disc-shaped substrates
according to the present invention will be now described
with reference to Figs. 1 through 12.
[0022] A method of laminating disc-shaped substrates
according to the present invention is characterized in that
two disc-shaped substrates are bonded together by an
adhesive agent to leave or expose them to the high-pres-
sure atmosphere for a certain time.
[0023] Figs. 1 through 4; are views showing how to
laminate the disc-shaped substrates through the method
according the present invention.
[0024] Initially, the lower disc-shaped substrate D1 is
held in such a state where it is laid on a holding table 2.
[0025] As shown in Fig. 1, an adhesive sheet body S
is supported between each of tension rollers 5A and ten-
sion rollers 5B disposed upstream and downstream the
holding table 2 and a laminating roller 1 under condition
where a sheet like adhesive agent S2 in the form of a
doughnut is downwardly exposed underneath of the
sheet body S.
[0026] A pitch feed roller 6 and a take-up roller 7 are
arranged forwardly and outwardly of rollers 5A and 5B.
[0027] As illustrated in Fig. 2, a centering shaft 3 as a
positioning member is lowered to position the adhesive
sheet body S with respect to the lower disc-shaped sub-
strate D1 for the adhesive sheet body S.
[0028] At this moment, suction is made in a small hole
(not shown) perforated through the holding table 2 so
that the lower disc-shaped substrate D1 may be sucked

and held so as not to move as it is positioned on the
holding table 2.
[0029] A pressure roller 1 as a hold down member (as
shown in Fig. 3) is rolled upwardly over the lower
disc-shaped substrate D1 (more specifically, over the ad-
hesive sheet S on the lower disc-shaped substrate) in
the direction of an arrow in Fig. 3.
[0030] In this connection, it is noted that the centering
shaft 3 is move upwardly in the phase where rolling mo-
tion is initiated) and is kept away therefrom.
[0031] By rolling action of the pressure roller, the ad-
hesive sheet member S is pressed against the lower
disc-shaped substrate D1 to press the adhesive sheet
member S against thereby sticking it to all over the sur-
face of the lower disc-shaped substrate D1.
[0032] Pressure derived from the pressure roller when
rolled may be enough to provide contact pressure (nor-
mally, 2 3 atmospheres or so) to the extent that the ad-
hesive sheet member may be stuck to the surface of the
lower disc-shaped substrate.
[0033] Release member (Fig. 4) as means for peeling
off, which is disposed downstream of the holding table 2
is quickly so moved as to traverse between the adhesive
sheet S and the lower disc-shaped disc substrate D1 laid
on the holding table.
[0034] The surface of the lower disc-shaped disc sub-
strate D1 is peeled from the adhesive sheet member S
(more particularly, a carrier S1).
[0035] The adhesive sheet member S is peeled from
the lower disc-shaped disc substrate D1 (more specifi-
cally, an adhesive agent S2 on the lower disc-shaped
disc substrate) to make free therefrom at the time when
the release member 4 have completed to traverse the
holding table D1.
[0036] In this manner, the adhesive sheet member S
(more particularly, carrier 1) is peeled off from the lower
disc-shaped disc substrate D1 to then afford the state
where the adhesive agent S2 is applied to outwardly of
the upper disc-shaped substrate (see Fig. 10).
[0037] Now, a turn table on which the holding table 2
is mounted is instantaneously moved to the next station.
[0038] In other word, a first station Z1 which is a station
where the adhesive agent S2 is applied to the lower
disc-shaped disc substrate, as explained hereinbefore,
is then moved to a next station, that is, a second station
Z2 (see Fig. 5).
[0039] At the second station, another upper
disc-shaped substrate D2 is superimposed on the lower
disc-shaped substrate D1 with the adhesive S2 (see Fig.
6).
[0040] The both superimposed disc-shaped sub-
strates in this manner is then moved to the third station
Z3 (see Fig. 5).
[0041] At the third station Z3, a pressing body 100 is
pressed from above against the both disc - shaped sub-
strates D1, D2 placed on the holding table. Although Fig.
8 shows the instance where the pressure plate 100 is
pressed against both the disc-shaped substrates (name-
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ly, the upper disc-shaped substrate) contrary thereto, it
is possible to lower the pressing body to have conse-
quently pressurized both the disc-shaped substrates.
The pressing body may be fabricated of flexible material
in a hemispheric form and provides pressure force to
allow the upper disc - shaped substrate D2 to pressure
against the lower disc-shaped substrate.
[0042] Pressing action in this case results in that the
pressing body is permitted to press against the
disc-shaped substrates to so enlarge or magnify the con-
tact portion from the center side to the outside as to func-
tion to squeeze air bubbles between both the
disc-shaped substrates outwardly.
[0043] As a consequence of the aforementioned, the
two disc - shaped substrates D1, D2, for the time being,
are bonded to each other.
[0044] Both the disc-shaped substrates D1, D2 as lam-
inated to each other are moved to a fourth station Z4 (see
Fig. 5).
[0045] At the station Z4, both the disc-shaped sub-
strates set on the holding table are so covered by an
outer wall member as to enter into a pressure container
with a closed air space.
[0046] For reference, the pressure container is so fab-
ricated as to make its space possible close or open to
the open air. Further particular may be omitted. Fig. 8 is
a schematic view for use to explain a high-pressure at-
mospheric condition (pressurized condition) provided by
use of a high-pressure container.
[0047] As shown, a condensed air is fed through a flow
route pipe 8 space 80 closed by the outer wall member
of the high-pressure container to thereby afford the pre-
determined high-pressure. The pressure of the
high-pressure atmosphere may be freely adjusted. In this
instance, after both the disc-shaped substrates D1, D are
entered within the high-pressure container 8, a pressure
is increased in the space 80 therein as sealed and so
conditioned to obtain the high-pressure atmosphere as
set.
[0048] Air bubbles (most of them are present in the
adhesive agent) are between the two disc-shaped sub-
strates D1, D2 left to the high-pressure atmosphere are
reduced in size to minimize them to a great extent or
mostly disappeared.
[0049] In another word, if air bubbles are between the
two disc-shaped substrates D1, D2, a certain pressure
is exerted to both the two disc-shaped substrates to thus
decrease the volume of the air bubbles from V1⇒V2.
[0050] Fig. 9 illustrates the aforementioned principle
in a typical form. Among others, Fig. 9A shows a condition
under which both the disc-shaped substrates D1, D2 seal
the air bubbles 9 before they are left to the inside of the
high-pressure atmosphere.
[0051] These air bubbles 9 are what are sealed in the
atmosphere and each of the air bubbles is held stable
since the pressure in the air bubble is 1 atmosphere as
the same as the atmosphere to be well balanced.
[0052] Notwithstanding, the preceding step where the

upper disc-shaped substrate is pressed against the lower
disc-shaped substrate if showing more than 1 atmos-
phere, it is considered to be well balanced with the pres-
sure in the bubble.
[0053] On the other hand, Fig. 9B shows a condition
under which both the disc-shaped substrates are left
within the high-pressure atmosphere. At this moment,
the volume each of the air bubbles is reduced to show
Dimensions V1 ⇒ V2 (V1>V2) thus well balanced where
the adhesive agent S2 is firmly mounted to the
disc-shaped substrates together.
[0054] In this instance, pressure of the high-pressure
atmosphere should be more than the pressure applied
to the both disc-shaped substrates D1, D2 before the
instant step.
[0055] Both the disc-shaped substrates are exposed
or subject to pressure greater than such pressure as ap-
plied to the step prior to the instant step to thereby de-
crease the air bubbles so that the adhesive agent is firmly
secured to both the disc-shaped substrates after a lapse
of a certain time. Both the disc-shaped substrates keep
securable.
[0056] Since a period of time is longer required for leav-
ing the discs to the high-pressure to firmly mount both
the disc-shaped adhesive substrates together by the vis-
cosity, for example, 10 ~20 seconds are preferable to
this end, depending upon the adhesive agent.
[0057] In this step of leaving the substrates to the
high-pressure atmosphere, pressure may be equally ap-
plied between both the disc-shaped substrates so that
pressure may be also applied in the same manner as
aforementioned to the air bubbles dispersedly contained
in the adhesive agent there between.
[0058] Consequently, the air bubbles in both the whole
disc-shaped substrates may be impartially and averagely
to have them reduced.
[0059] Variation in each of the air bubbles is propor-
tional to pressure applied between both the disc-shaped
D1, D2 so that such pressure is enough to the extent that
each of the air bubbles may be so sized as to provide
the optical disc from the quality point of view.
[0060] For example, if dimension (normally, referring
to the maximum length) of each of the air bubbles may
be standardized as 50 P, the maximum dimension of
each of a multiple of the air bubbles should be set to be
less than 50 P.
[0061] In this manner, both the disc-shaped substrates
left to the inside of the high-pressure atmosphere for a
certain time of period result in an optical disc D of a high
quality, which minimize or eliminate the air bubbles, to
the utmost, between the substrates (see Fig. 11).
[0062] It is understood that the air bubbles may be min-
imized or eliminated to the full extent by leaving the discs
inside of the high-pressure atmosphere for a certain time
of period. However, the pressure member is employed
in advance to press the upper disc-shaped substrate
against the lower disc-shaped substrate to increase to
improve the result prior to be the atmosphere as highly
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pressured.
[0063] Figs. 12A and 12B illustrate a step in which the
upper disc-shaped substrate is beforehand pressed by
the pressure member prior to leaving the same inside of
the high-pressure atmosphere.
[0064] In this instance, Fig. 12A shows the condition
of the high-pressure container before having it high pres-
surized. Fig. 12B shows the condition under which the
upper disc-shaped substrate is pressed by the press
member. For information, this is the case where pressure
action is performed by upward movement of the holding
table.
[0065] Thereafter, a technique is employed to leave
the substrates inside when the space 80 is left in the
high-pressure atmosphere (⇒�).
[0066] Incidentally, it is possible the holding table is
machined and the press member is then non-contact
condition to have high-pressurized.
[0067] The press member used herein may be flexible
and substantially hemispheric form as shown.
[0068] In this case, the press member may be pressed
against the disc - shaped substrates to enlarge the con-
tact portion from the central side to the outside to so act
the air bubbles as to push out outwardly (radially).
[0069] Although the pressure force if used what is
greater than pressure of the high-pressure atmosphere
to more reduce volume of each air bubble, pressure de-
rived from the flexible pressure member may more in-
crease the central portion than the peripheral portion to
bias pressure applied both the disc-shaped substrates.
[0070] For this reason, preferably, the pressure force
which relies on the press member may not contribute to
reduction in the air bubbles.
[0071] In this sense, it is desirable to have the pressure
force less than pressure of the high-pressure atmos-
phere.
[0072] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed hereinbefore, the invention is not limited to this
embodiment. Various modifications may be made with-
out departing from the substance of the invention.
[0073] For example, configuration of the press mem-
ber employed in the invention is not necessarily limit to
what is shown in the drawings may be possible to change
its design.
[0074] Although the stations Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 are
explained when they are in the same table, it is possible
to apply pressure force other position than those on the
turn table.
[0075] Especially, a space which produces the
high-pressure atmosphere may preferably provide an-
other position.
[0076] In addition, the steps in the stations Z2 and Z3
may be carried out in the same position.
[0077] According to the present invention, it is possible
to manufacture the optical disc of high quality which is
less mixture of the air bubbles between both the
disc-shaped substrates as different from lamination of
them by use of the conventional adhesive sheet member.

Furthermore, each of the air bubbles may be reduced by
simply performing reduction in the high - pressure atmos-
phere in the conventional step.

Claims

1. A method of laminating disc-shaped substrates (D1,
D2) comprising the following sequential four steps of

1) bonding the adhesive agent (S2) to the sur-
face of the lower disc-shaped substrate (D1) by
applying a hold down pressure by means of a
centering shaft (3),
2) placing the upper disc-shaped substrate (D2)
on the adhesive applied to the lower
disc-shaped substrate (D1),
3) pressurizing the upper disc-shaped substrate
(D2) against the lower disc-shaped substrate
(D1) by applying another hold down pressure by
means of a pressing body (100), and
4) exposing both disc-shaped substrates (D1,
D2) to a high-pressure atmosphere,

characterized in that the pressure of the high-pres-
sure atmosphere in step 4) is made larger than the
hold down pressure in the step 1) and the hold down
pressure in the step 3).

2. A method of laminating disc-shaped substrates (D1,
D2) according to claim 1 characterized in that an
adhesive sheet (S) with the adhesive agent (S2) ap-
plied thereto is pressed against the disc-shaped sub-
strates (D1, D2) from one end to the other end in a
step of bonding the adhesive agent (S2) to the sur-
face of the lower disc-shaped substrate (D1) in such
a manner that the adhesive-backed sheet is pressed
against the substrate.

3. A method of laminating disc-shaped substrates (D1,
D2) according to claim 1 characterized in that the
pressing body (100) is so held against the upper
disc-shaped substrate (D2) as to magnify a contact
portion from the center side to the outside in a step
of pressing the upper disc-shaped substrate (D2)
against the lower disc-shaped substrate (D1) by
means of a pressing body (100) in a state whereas
the pressing body (100) is held against in such a
manner that a contact portion may be magnified from
the center side to the outside.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Laminieren von plattenförmigen Sub-
straten, das die folgenden sequentiellen vier Schritte
umfaßt:
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1) Kleben des Haftmittels (S2) an die Oberfläche
des unteren plattenförmigen Substrats (D1)
durch Ausüben eines Niederhaltedrucks mittels
eines Zentrierdoms (3),
2) Plazieren des oberen plattenförmigen Sub-
strats (D2) auf dem auf das untere plattenförmi-
ge Substrat (D1) aufgebrachten Haftmittel,
3) Pressen des oberen plattenförmigen Sub-
strats (D2) gegen das untere plattenförmige
Substrat (D1) durch Anwenden eines anderen
Niederhaltedrucks mittels eines Preßkörpers
(100), und
4) Aussetzen beider plattenförmiger Substrate
(D1, D2) einer Hochdruckatmosphäre,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Druck der
Hochdruckatmosphäre in Schritt 4) größer als der
Niederhaltedruck in Schritt 1) und der Niederhalte-
druck in Schritt 3) gemacht wird.

2. Verfahren zum Laminieren von plattenförmigen Sub-
straten (D1, D2) nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß eine Klebefolie (S)
mit dem darauf aufgebrachten Haftmittel (S2) gegen
die plattenförmigen Substrate (D1, D2) von einem
Ende zum anderen Ende in einem Schritt des Kle-
bens des Haftmittels (S2) an die Oberfläche des un-
teren plattenförmigen Substrats (D1) gepreßt wird
derart, daß die mit Haftmittel unterlegte Folie gegen
das Substrat gepreßt wird.

3. Verfahren zum Laminieren von plattenförmigen Sub-
straten (D1, D2) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß der Preßkörper (100) so gegen
das obere plattenförmige Substrat (D2) gehalten
wird, daß ein Kontaktbereich von der Mitte zur Au-
ßenseite in einem Schritt des Pressens des oberen
plattenförmigen Substrats (D2) gegen das untere
plattenförmige Substrat (D1) mittels eines Preßkör-
pers (100) in einem Zustand vergrößert wird, wäh-
rend der Preßkörper (100) gegengehalten wird der-
art, daß ein Kontaktbereich von der Mitte zur Außen-
seite vergrößert werden kann.

Revendications

1. Procédé de stratification de substrats en forme de
disque (D1, D2) comprenant les quatre étapes sé-
quentielles suivantes consistant à

1) coller l’agent adhésif (S2) à la surface du
substrat en forme de disque inférieur (D1) en
appliquant une pression de maintien vers le bas
au moyen d’un arbre de centrage (3),
2) placer le substrat en forme de disque supé-
rieur (D2) sur l’adhésif appliqué au substrat en
forme de disque inférieur (D1),

3) mettre sous pression le substrat en forme de
disque supérieur (D2) contre le substrat en for-
me de disque inférieur (D1) en appliquant une
autre pression de maintien vers le bas au moyen
d’un corps de pression (100), et
4) exposer les deux substrats en forme de dis-
que (D1, D2) à une atmosphère à pression éle-
vée,

caractérisé en ce que la pression de l’atmosphère
haute pression à l’étape 4) est rendue plus grande
que la pression de maintien vers le bas à l’étape 1)
et que la pression de maintien vers le bas à l’étape 3).

2. Procédé de stratification de substrats en forme dis-
que (D1, D2) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’une feuille adhésive (S) avec l’agent ad-
hésif (S2) appliqué à celle-ci est pressée contre les
substrats en forme de disque (D1, D2) d’une extré-
mité à l’autre extrémité dans une étape de collage
de l’agent adhésif (S2) à la surface du substrat en
forme de disque inférieur (D1) de manière telle que
la feuille dorsale adhèsive est pressée contre le
substrat.

3. Procédé de stratification de substrats en forme de
disque (D1, D2) selon la revendication 1, caracté-
risé en ce que le corps de pression (100) est main-
tenu ainsi contre le substrat en forme de disque su-
périeur (D2) de façon à agrandir une partie de con-
tact depuis le côté centre vers l’extérieur dans une
étape de pression du substrat en forme de disque
supérieur (D2) contre le substrat en forme de disque
inférieur (D1) au moyen d’un corps de pression (100)
dans un état tandis que le corps de pression (100)
est maintenu contre de manière telle qu’une partie
de contact peut être agrandie depuis le côté centre
vers l’extérieur.
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